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Summary 

Clustering of smart card data captured by automated fare collection (AFC) systems has traditionally 

been viewed as an unsupervised method. However, some additional information about human behaviour 

is available in addition to the smart card data points that can facilitate better partitioning of the data. In 

this paper, such prior knowledge is translated into pairwise constraints and used with the COP-

KMEANS clustering algorithm to identify user activities. The effectiveness of the method was 

evaluated using performance evaluation measures by comparison of the results with the ground truth. 

The results demonstrate that pairwise constraints significantly enhance the accuracy of the clusters.  
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1. Introduction 

The availability of digital footprints of user data sourced from the system such as Smart card, GPS 

devices and mobile phone (Kong et al. 2009) have seen a massive increase in recent decades. Utilising 

these resources have the potential to help the problems of traffic congestions and urban planning. With 

this context, the data collected via AFC systems is a valuable resource in transportation networks that 

can be used to garner a better understanding of human mobility and provide sustainable transportation.   

Several studies have used the smart card data to infer user segments in the behavioural context. 

(Kusakabe & Asakura 2014; Morency et al. 2007; Agard et al. 2006).  Using such data is significantly 

more efficient and available for a much larger population compared to survey data (Morency et al. 

2007). On the other hand, there are challenges to identify the purpose of the trip only by looking at the 

smart card data alone (Devillaine et al. 2012;  Kuhlman 2015; Long et al. 2012; Pelletier et al. 2011).  

This study, therefore, aims to carry out the preliminary work to build a framework of behavioural 

analysis for the identification of the purpose of the trip using semi-supervised clustering. Pairwise 

constraints (must-link and cannot-link) based on semi-supervised clustering are applied to understand 

the meaning of the segments which are related to individuals’ activities. The results were evaluated 

using performance evaluation methods (FMI) by comparison with the ground truth. The results 

demonstrate that clustering algorithms provide better accuracy in the classification of activities when 

prior knowledge is added to the algorithm by means of pairwise constraints.  

The remaining sections of this paper are organised as follows. The next section explains the 

methodology of the study and then straight after the early results presented to capture the purpose of 

the trips on the sample data. The last section details the challenges of the study and future work. 

  



2. Methodology 

Figure 1 illustrates the framework of the methodology. Label and unlabelled smart card data as an input 

used for i) data processing to select the right features and ii) to create constraints to apply COP-

KMEANS (Wagstaff et al. 2001). After the model validation section, the results presented to infer trip 

purposes as an outcome. 
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the framework (ML and CL refers to must-link, and cannot-link constrains respectively) 

1.1. Data Description 

The volume of data on Transport for London (TfL) network is extremely high with approximately 3 

million journeys each day (TfL 2016). There are two sources of data available for this study. The first 

one is unlabelled data that contain the transit record of completed journeys by 10000 (randomly 

selected) individuals for October and November 2013. The second one is labelled data from 40 

volunteers’ users for two months in 2018. That means approximately 4000 labelled data points available 

for the purpose of creating pairwise constraints and validation. The key benefit of using semi-supervised 

learning is that it allows us to leverage the vast amount of unlabelled data with the limited amount of 

labelled data (Peikari et al. 2018). 

 

The labelled classification includes home and work-related activities as well as other activities such as 

after-before and midday activities. Both dataset also includes attributes such as entry date/time, entry 

station, exit date/time, exit station and transport modes such as London Underground, train, London 

Overground, tram and bus. 

 

 



2.2. Data Processing 

Data pre-processing is fundamentally a series of exclusion steps in order to clean the data. Since an 

activity defined the time spent (duration) at a specific station between two consecutive journeys, single 

journeys are excluded from the dataset. Additionally, due to single tap-in, bus journeys were also 

excluded from the analysis as they do not contain the complete spatial and temporal information of the 

journey (Sari Aslam et al. 2018).  

2.2.1. Feature Selection  

Activity extraction step was followed by the identification of additional special features (feature 

extraction) such as ‘home location’ and ‘work location’. For the majority of the users, the key locations 

identified using a heuristic approach defined by Sari Aslam et al. (2018). Additionally, temporal 

features extracted such as ‘weekend flag’,’ the day of the activity’, ‘start hour’ and ‘end hour’ of the 

activity. In the end, features were scaled to normalise the range of independent input variables and the 

valuable features selected using automated feature selection using sklearn.lib.feature selection function.  

2.2.2. Pairwise constraints 

One of the most common technique is to create pairwise constrain from prior knowledge by identifying 

the data points that should or should not be grouped in the same cluster. Usually, pairwise constraints 

are inferred from the labelled data or the background information known of the dataset  (Wagstaff et al. 

2001). 

The approach taken in this paper makes use of the labelled data (pretended unlabelled data) to create 

two types of pairwise constraints, which are must-link ((ML) and cannot-link constraints (CL). ML 

constraints define the relationship between activities that belong to the same cluster. And CL constraints 

define the relationship between activities that belong to the different cluster. Both ML and CL 

constraints assume transitivity expressed as a binary relationship between data points (Wagstaff et al. 

2001). 

2.3. Clustering selected features using COP-KMEANS 

This study presents a selected set of labelled data points as derived constraints, whereas a remaining set 

is used for the model validation. The algorithm takes set of ML and CL constraints and combines with 

selected features from the input dataset. The difference when compared to the original K-MEANS 

algorithm (MacQueen 1967), is that the COP-KMEANS algorithm adds a process to check constraints 

violations. The data points are assigned to the nearest clusters as long as they do not violate CL and ML 

constraints (Wagstaff et al. 2001).  

2.4. Evaluation Methods (Fowlkes Mallows Index)  

The evaluation of the model is carried out by comparison of the output with the ground truth or class 

label for each data point. Determining the density and separation of the clusters, Fowlkes Mallows Index 

(FMI) was calculated to measure the performance of clustering against the labelled data gathered from 

the volunteer surveys. FMI values range between 0 and 1 where a value close to 0 specifies that 

clustering and ground truth assignments are largely independent. A value close to 1 indicates a 

significant match (Desgraupes 2013). 
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    Equation (1) 

 

FMI as a clustering Indices applied to evaluate the results. The number of true positive as tp and the 

number of false positive as fp and the number of false negatives as fn represented in Equation (1) 

 



2. Results 

Figure 1 demonstrates that the accuracy of the model using prior information as constraints improves 

significantly. As more constraints are added the accuracy tends to get better up to a point when the gains 

in accuracy plateaus. 

 

 
Figure 2: The results of COP-KMEANS versus KMEANS using FMI 

Table 1 provides the accuracy of the activities identified in known classifications from the labelled data. 

71% of the total activities got mapped to the correct class as known from the ground truth. Within 

classes’ home and work-related activities provide a better percentage of success. In the remaining 

classes, after work activities were found to identify across multiple clusters.  

 

Table 1: Proportions of trip purposes of inference results in two methods 

Activities 

The percentage of the activity 

COP-KMEANS 

(%) 

K-MEANS 

(%) 

Home Related Activities 70% 45% 

Before Work Activities 61% 36% 

Work-Related Activities 50% 25% 

Midday Activities 33% 22% 

After Work Activities 79% 69% 

Total 71% 54% 

 

4. Conclusions and Future Work 

The study establishes that the accuracy of the clusters can be improved using pairwise constraints 

compared the traditional clustering algorithm. The drawback of the method is computationally 

inefficient to apply large data sources. Therefore, the future work will focus on finding a solution by 

incorporating the analysis using big datasets.  
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